
G22.3033-003 Introdution to Cryptography November 8th, 2001Leture 10Leturer: Yevgeniy Dodis Sribe: Shabsi Wal�shLast leture we introdued PRFs, along with a few appliations. In partiular, wepresented a stateful enryption (the CTR sheme) as well as a stateless enryption (theXOR sheme). In this leture, we onsider a new paradigm using families of Pseudo RandomPermutations (PRPs). First we will de�ne several kinds PRPs, and suggest some possibleappliations. A devie known as a Feistel Network is introdued, and we then use this devieto onstrut PRPs from PRFs (this is known as the Luby-Rako� onstrution). As a resultof this onstrution, it is easy to show that existene of PRFs is equivalent to existene ofPRPs. Next, we disuss blok iphers, and present several modes of operations for blokiphers, inluding the Cipher Blok Chaining (CBC) mode. We then prove the seurity ofCBC and other modes, and disuss pratial appliations. One of suh appliations is seureintegration of publi- and seret-key enryption shemes.1 Pseudo Random Permutation Family1.1 IntrodutionIn the last leture, we introdued the onept of a family of pseudo random funtions,and showed some potential appliations. Now, we would like to try and develop a newparadigm for enryption by adding some new restritions to these pseudo random funtionfamilies in order to produe families of Pseudo Random Permutations (PRP). This oneptis motivated by the desire to reate a length-preserving enryption, so that we do not haveto transmit a lot of additional bits for eah bit of data that we enrypt. We now makeseveral de�nitions.1.2 De�nitionsWe start with the following de�nition of a PRP:De�nition 1 (Pseudo Random Permutation Family) A family G = hgs : f0; 1g`(k) !f0; 1g`(k) j s 2 f0; 1gkik2N is alled a family of Pseudo Random Permutations if the followingproperties hold:1. gs is eÆiently omputable, 8s.2. gs is a permutation, 8s.3. gs is pseudo random: 8 PPT A��Pr[ Ags(1k) = 1 j s R f0; 1gk ℄� Pr[ AP (1k) = 1 j P  R P(`(k)) ℄�� � negl(k)where P represents a random permutation on `(k) bits, hosen from the set of allsuh permutations P(`(k)). L10-1



This de�nition is very similar to the de�nition of PRF from the previous leture, and itwould be a good idea to look bak and ompare. Again, when we state that gs is pseudorandom, we mean that if A is given orale aess to gs (in partiular, he does not know s)he annot tell it apart from aess to a \fake" orale P whih represents a truly randompermutation. Using indistinguishability notation:8 PPT A Ags � APAgain, be sure to refresh your memory of PRFs from the de�nition in the previous leturenotes, and ompare it with our de�nition of a PRP.We now wish to provide two extensions to the previous de�nition that will provide uswith useful properties.De�nition 2 (EÆient PRP) An EÆient PRP satis�es all the properties of a family ofPseudo Random Permutations, with the following additional onstraint:4. g�1s is eÆiently omputableFinally, we strengthen the de�nition one more time.De�nition 3 (Strong PRP) A Strong [EÆient℄ PRP satis�es all the properties of a fam-ily of [EÆient℄ Pseudo Random Permutations, with the following additional onstraint:5. gs is pseudo random even if orale aess to g�1s is provided as well:A(gs; g�1s ) � A(P; P�1)This new de�nition provides us with an additional measure of seurity by allowing usto give A orale aess to g�1s . We note that it makes no sense to talk about a Strong PRPthat is not also an EÆient PRP, beause we annot make use of the additional seurity ong�1s if we annot ompute it in PPT.1.3 Enryption from PRP's?To partially motivate previous de�nitions, let us propose a naive \enryption" sheme thatis length preserving: given a seret key s and a message m, = Es(m) = gs(m) m = Ds() = g�1s ()If we let gs be taken from a family of EÆient PRPs, the sheme works, sine  an bederypted it PPT. Also, sine Es is a permutation, this enryption is length preserving, andwe need not transmit any exess data as part of the iphertext. However, there is a seriousseurity aw in the sheme: the adversary an tell if we send the same message twie, sinethe enryption is deterministi. Hene, the sheme is ertainly not CPA-seure (even thoughit is obviously PK-only-seure, but this is uninteresting). Intuitively, though, the only thingthat the adversary an learn from seeing several enryptions is whih enryptions orrespondto the same message. This is learly the best we an hope for with length-preservingenryption: namely suh enryption must look like a random permutation! However, anwe build an eÆient CPA-seure system from a PRP family?As we will see, the answer is \yes". In fat, there are several ways to do it. However,we will examine these later, and start by relating PRFs and PRPs.L10-2



2 PRF() PRPIt turns out that any valid PRG is also a PRF, so if we wish to onstrut a PRF from a PRP,don't really have to do any work at all.Theorem 4 (PRP ) PRF) Assume G is a PRP family. Then G is also a PRF family.Proof: The proof that this works is simple, by hybrid arguement. If we start by onsideringthat members of G are indistinguishable from random permutations to the adversary A, allwe need to show is that a random permutation is indistinguishable from a random funtion.In other words, we must show AP � AF , where P is a random permutation orale and Fis a random funtion orale. However, the only way the adversary an tell something is arandom funtion and not a random permutation is if a ollision ours (the same outputours for two di�erent inputs). The Birthday Paradox problem (disussed in the previousleture) tells us that the probability of suh a ollision is negligible as long as A an onlymake polynomially many alls to its orale (A is PPT). Therefore, random permutationsare indistinguishable from random funtions, ompleting the proof.Next, we need to show the more diÆult onstrution, PRPs from PRFs. In order to dothis, we will take a brief detour to de�ne something known as a Feistel Network.2.1 Feistel NetworksThe Feistel Network is a way of onstruting an eÆient, invertible permutation whih anbe neatly strutured in \rounds". Feistel Networks generally onsist of multiple rounds ofa Feistel transformation, whih we now de�ne.De�nition 5 (Feistel Transform) Let f : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1gk be any eÆient funtion.The Feistel Transform of f is a permutation Hf : f0; 1g2k ! f0; 1g2k, given by: (below Land R are of length k eah) Hf (L;R) = (R; f(R)� L)We sometimes write Hf (L;R) = (L0; R0) with L0 = R and R0 = f(R)� L as a shorthand.In the following, we will always use f whih is a (pseudo)random funtion. In this ase,the permutation Hf essentially takes two inputs of k bits, and outputs the right input inthe lear (but on the left hand side of the output) and then uses the given funtion f of theright input to \enrypt" the left input (the result of the enryption is on the right side ofthe output). Indeed, (R; f(R) � L) ould be viewed as enryption of L when R is hosenat random and f is a shared PRF. To summarize, the right side is somehow \mangled" andused to enrypt the left side, and then the two halves are swapped.Remark 6 The Feistel Transform is indeed a permutation (even though f need not be!), asan be seen by hoosing a �xed R �rst. It an be seen that the output L0 = R is the identitypermutation of the right input R, and the output R0 = f(R)�L for a �xed R has beome aL10-3



permutation of the input L. Thus there is a unique output pair (L0; R0) for eah input pair(L;R). More spei�ally, its inverse is given by:H�1f (L0; R0) = (f(L0)�R0; L0)This omputation is strikingly similar to the original Feistel Transform, and in fat it is a\mirror image" of the Feistel Transform.Here are graphial representations for the de�nition of the Feistel transform and itsinverse:
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Figure 1: The Feistel Transform and Inverse Feistel TransformThese piture suggest the possibility of \staking" one Feistel Transform on top of an-other. In fat, the Feistel transform was originally designed to be eÆient (omputationally)when used in \multiple rounds", and this is where the power of the Feistel transform lies. Re-peated appliations of the Feistel transform onstitute what is known as a Feistel Network.To visualize a Feistel Network, and the orresponding Inverse Feistel Network, one needonly stak opies of the above drawings so that the outputs of one stage beome the inputsto the next. There is one very important point that must be made: even though one an usethe same f from round to round, we will see that we should use di�erent (pseudo)randomf 's in di�erent rounds. Of ourse, in this ase to invert the Feistel Network, it is importantto reverse the ordering of f 's as well.De�nition 7 (Feistel Network) Given f1 : : : fn, the orresponding Feistel Network, H(f1;f2;:::;fn),is given by: H(f1;f2;:::;fn) = Hf1(Hf2(: : : (Hfn(L;R)) : : :))The operation performed by the Feistel Network is invertible, and the inverse may be obtainedby the following (Inverse Feistel Network):H�1(f1;f2;:::;fn) = H�1fn (: : : (H�1f2 (H�1f1 (L0; R0)) : : :)L10-4



These Feistel Networks are used heavily in real world ryptographi shemes (perhapsmost notably, the Data Enryption Standard (DES)). It is diÆult to prove anything aboutthese Feistel Networks in their most general form, however, and the onstrution of manyryptographi shemes that use Feistel Networks is onsidered a \blak art", sine no onean really diretly prove that it works. However, we an prove some formal results, byassuming that the funtions fi used in the Feistel Network are independently drawn froma family F of PRFs! We now de�ne a notation for suh PRF Feistel Networks.De�nition 8 (PRF Feistel Network) Let F be a PRF family whose funtions map k bitsto k bits (i.e. l(k) = L(k) = k). LetHnF = fH(f1;f2;:::;fn) j f1; f2; : : : ; fn 2 FgWe denote by HnF a random member of HnF , i.e. H(f1;f2;:::;fn), where f1; f2; : : : ; fn arerandom independently hosen members of F . That is, eah round of the Feistel Transformuses a di�erent, randomly hosen member of F .Now that we have these de�nitions in hand, we an proeed to produe PRPs fromPRFs by something known as the Luby-Rako� Constrution, whih makes use of thesePRF Feistel Networks.2.2 The Luby-Rako� ConstrutionTheorem 9 (PRF ) (EÆient) PRP) Let F be a PRF family whose funtions map k bitsto k bits (i.e. l(k) = L(k) = k). Then G = H3F is an eÆient PRP family. Namely, 3 roundsof the Feistel Network yield an eÆient PRP.Proof: The proof is by hybrid arguement over a sequene of worlds, informally shown inthe table below. The goal is to start with a World 0 in whih we have only a PRF, andthrough a sequene of intermediate worlds that are eah indistinguishable from the previousworld, onstrut a World 5 that is just the desire random permutation on 2k bits.World 0 1 2 3 4 5Input (L;R) (L;R) (L;R) (L;R) (L;R) (L;R)f1; f2; f3 2 F f1; f2; f3 aretruly random Hf1(L;R) Hf1(L;R) Hf1(L;R)oo # #Inside (R; ~?) Hf2(R; ~?) Hf2(R; ~?)oo #(~?; $) Hf3(~?; $) P { randomoo permutationOutput Hf1;f2;f3(L;R) Hf1;f2;f3(L;R) Hf2;f3(R; ~?) Hf3(~?; $) ($; $) P (L;R)Figure 2: Illustration of Luby-Rako� ProofThe following informal, but informative, notation is used in the table. Do not worry ifit is onfusing for now. (L;R) is used to represent a pair of inputs that are seleted by theL10-5



adversary A as the input to the orale that he has. Clearly, many suh pairs will be seletedduring the ourse of exeution (wlog, we assume all the orale alls are made with distintinputs (L;R)). We use ? to represent some string is in under diret or indiret ontrol ofthe adversary (in partiular, the adversary might know part or all of it). We use ~? to denotea value ? whih is always distint from one orale all to another. Namely, the adversaryhas partial knowledge or ontrol over seleting this value, but w.h.p. the adversary annotause a ollision among di�erent suh values. Finally, we use $ to denote a truly randomk-bit string. Namely, from one orale all to the other, this string is seleted randomly andindependently from previous alls.As the �rst step, we look at the \real" World 0, where the orale is Hf1;f2;f3 , wheref1; f2; f3 are PRF's. Reall from the previous leture the disussion of \The Random Fun-tion Model". Using this model, we know that World 0 is indistinguishable from World 1,where f1; f2; f3 are truly random funtions (tehnially, we have to use three hybrid ar-guments eliminating one fi every time, but this is simple). Jumping ahead, World 4 willbe a truly random funtion from 2k to 2k bits. By Theorem 4, we knows that a trulyrandom funtion is indistinguishable from a truly random permutation, i.e. World 4 isindistinguishable from World 5.To summarize, the heart of the proof is to show that World 1 is indistinguishable fromWorld 4: namely, H(f1;f2;f3), where f1; f2; f3 are random funtions, is indistinguishable froma truly random funtion from 2k to 2k bits. Here is the intuition. We want to say thatas the input (L;R) travels through 3 layers of the Feistel network, the following hangeshappen:(L;R) Hf1�! (L1; R1) = (R; ~?) Hf2�! (L2; R2) = (~?; $) Hf3�! (L3; R3) = ($; $)Thus, the �rst layer only ahieves that the right half R1 never repeats from one orale allto the other, but A may know a lot about both the left and the right parts. The seondlayer uses this to produe a string whose right half R2 always looks random and independentfrom everything else, while the left half L2 = R1 may still be very preditable. Finally, thethird layer uses the the randomness and unpreditability of R2 to make both L3 = R2 andR3 look totally random, as desired.We now formalize the above intuition. World 2 is the same as World 1 with the followingexeption. If any two right halves R1 happens to ollide during the orale alls, we stopthe exeution and tell A that a right-half ollision happened. Thus, to show that A doesnot see the di�erene between World 1 and World 2, we must argue that the probability ofollision is negligible. Assume A makes t alls to the its orale. Take any two suh allswith inputs (L;R) 6= (L0; R0). If R = R0, we must have L 6= L0, and heneR1 = L� f1(R) = L� f1(R0) 6= L0 � f1(R0) = R01i.e. the right half ollision annot happen then. On the other hand, assume R 6= R0. In orderfor R1 = R01, we must have L�L0 = f1(R)� f1(R0). Irrespetive of the value Z` = L� L0,sine f1 is a truly random funtion and R 6= R0, Zr = f1(R) � f1(R0) is a truly randomstring, so the probability that Z` = Zr is 1=2k. Hene, in both ases, the probability thatR1 = R01 is at most 1=2k. Sine there are t2 pairs of inputs, the probability that any twoL10-6



of them will yield a ollision in the right half is at most t2=2k, whih is negligible (sine t ispolynomial). To summarize, World 1 and World 2 are indeed indistinguishable.We now go one more level down. World 3 is the same as level 2, exept the value R2,instead of being equal to f2(R1) � L1, is always hosen random. However, this does nothange the experiment at all: namely, World 2 and World 3 are the same. Indeed, sineWorld 2 only runs when no two values R1 are the same, all t inputs to f2 are distint. Andsine f2 is a truly random funtion, all the values f2(R1) are random and independent fromeah other. But, then irrespetive of whih values of L1 are used, all R2 = L1 � f2(R1) arerandom and independent as well.Next, we go to World 4. It is the same as world 3 up to the last round of the Feistel.There, it sets L3 = R2, as it should, but selets a truly random R3 instead of expetedf3(R2) � L2. First, sine R2 was ompletely random in World 3, L3 = R2 is ompletelyrandom as well. Next, by birthday paradox analysis, the probability that any two valuesR2 (whih are randomly seleted) ollide, is at most t2=2k, whih is negligible. Thus, withoverwhelming probability all the values R2 are distint. But then, sine f3 is a randomfuntion, by similar argument to the previous paragraph we get that all the values f3(R2)are random and independent, and thus, so are R3 = f2(R2) � L2. To summarize, with allbut negligible probability World 3 and World 4 are the same as well.Finally, notie that World 4 is a truly random funtion provided no right half ollisionhappens on the �rst layer (in whih ase we stop the experiment). But the latter hasnegligible hane as we know, so World 4 is indeed indistinguishable from a random funtion.This ompletes the proof.We onlude our disussion with another useful theorem, whih will not be proven here.Theorem 10 (PRF) Strong PRP) Let F be a PRF family whose funtions map k bits tok bits (i.e. l(k) = L(k) = k). Then G = H4F is an eÆient strong PRP family. Namely, 4rounds of the Feistel Network yield an eÆient strong PRP.3 Using PRP's for Seret-Key Enryption3.1 Several Shemes Using PRP'sIn these setion we propose several shemes (alled iphers) using PRP's. In all of them, letG = fgsg be an eÆient PRP family operating on the appropriate input length. The seed swill always be part of the shared seret key.Eletroni Code Book (ECB) Cipher. This is the naive suggestion we started from: = Es(m) = gs(m); m = Ds() = g�1s (m)We noted that ECB ipher is length-preserving and very eÆient. However, it is obviouslynot CPA-seure, sine the enryption of a message is ompletely deterministi (e.g. theadversary an tell if you send the same message twie). On the positive side, it is learlyone-message (PK-only) seure. L10-7



Next, we examine two obvious shemes resulting when we treat our PRP family as aPRF family (whih is justi�ed by Theorem 4).Counter (CNT) Cipher. This is a stateful deterministi enryption. Players keep theounter value nt whih they inrement after every enryption/deryption. = Es(m) = gs(nt)�m; m = Ds() = gs(nt)� The CPA-seurity of this sheme was shown when we talked about PRF's.XOR (aka R-CNT) Cipher. This is a stateless probabilisti enryption.(r; )  Es(m) = (r; gs(r)�m); m = Ds(r; ) = gs(r)� where r is hosen at random per eah enryption. The CPA-seurity of this sheme wasshown when we talked about PRF's.Next, we give several iphers whih really use the inversion power of PRP's. We startwith what we all \none" iphers, but �rst make a useful digression. The term none meanssomething that should be unique (but possibly known to the adversary). For example, theounter and XOR shemes above e�etively used a none to enrypt m via  = gs(R)�m.Indeed, to analyze the seurity of the above shemes, we only ared that all the R's aredistint. For the ounter sheme we ensured it expliitly by using the state nt, while forthe XOR sheme we seleted R at random from a large enough domain, and argued theuniqueness with very probability (using the birthday paradox analysis). Similarly, the noneiphers below use none R as follows (Æ denotes a learly marked onatenation): Es(m) = gs(m ÆR); Ds() : get m Æ R = g�1s (); output mAssuming all the nones R are unique, the CPA-seurity of this \sheme" is easy. Dependingwhether we generate nones using ounters+state or at random, we get:C-None Cipher. This is a stateful deterministi enryption. Players keep the ountervalue nt whih they inrement after every enryption/deryption. Es(m) = gs(m Æ nt); Ds() : get m Æ nt = g�1s (); output mR-None Cipher. This is a stateless probabilisti enryption. Es(m) = gs(m Æ r); Ds() : get m Æ r = g�1s (); output mwhere r is hosen at random per eah enryption.
L10-8



Random IV (R-IV) Cipher. It operates as follows:(r; ) Es(m) = (r; gs(r �m)); m = Ds(r; ) = g�1s ()� rwhere r is hosen at random per eah enryption. r is sometime s alled the \InitializationVetor" (IV). Notie the similarity with the R-CNT ipher: R-CNT sets  = gs(r) � m,while R-IV sets  = gs(r �m). Not surprisingly, the proof for CPA-seurity of R-IV is alsovery similar to R-CNT, with a slight extra trik.Proof Sketh: Rather than arguing that all the r's are distint w.h.p., as we did forR-CNT, we argue that all (r � m)'s are distint w.h.p. Indeed, irrespetive of how theadversary hooses the message m to be enrypted, r is hosen at random, so (r � m) israndom and independent from everything else. Hene, by birthday paradox analysis w.h.p.all (r�m)'s are distint, so our PRP (modeled as a truly random funtion, not permutation,for the analysis; see Theorem 4 for justi�ation) operates on di�erent inputs, so all the valuesgs(r �m) are random and independent from eah other. Thus, in partiular, w.h.p. thehallenge iphertext is a random string independent from the bit b used to selet m0 or m1to be enrypted.Remark 11 Notie, R-IV sheme does not work with ounters instead of random strings.The orresponding inseure sheme C-IV would be the following (where nt is inrementedafter eah enryption/deryption): Es(m) = gs(nt�m); m = Ds() = g�1s () � ntLooking at the analysis above, try to see what goes wrong!3.2 Blok Ciphers and Modes of OperationIn the above shemes we assumed that we an hoose a PRP whose input length is roughlythe same as the length of the message. Hene, the longer is the message, the longer shouldPRP's input be. In pratie, this is quite inonvenient. Instead, people usually design �xedlength ` PRP's (say, ` = 64 bits), just long enough to avoid brute fore attaks. Then toenrypt a long message m, m is split in to bloks m1 : : : mn, eah of blok length `, and thePRP is somehow used to enrypt these n bloks. For this reason, eÆient PRP's with �xed(but large enough) blok length are alled blok iphers. The blok ipher itself is assumed(or modeled) to be an eÆient PRP. However, the main question is how to really use thisblok ipher to \ombine together" the n message bloks m1 : : : mn. Eah spei� suhmethod is alled mode of operation. As we will see, there are many modes of operation forblok ipher | some seure and some not. The main goal of a \good" mode, aside frombeing seure, is to minimize the number of extra bloks output. Usually, at most one extrablok/value is onsidered \eÆient", but there are many other important riteria as well.We now go through the previous \single" blok shemes, and see how they yield aorresponding mode of operation.Eletroni Code Book (ECB) Mode. Simply apply the ECB ipher blok by blok:i = gs(mi), for all i. Deryption is obvious. This mode is extremely eÆient, length-preserving, but totally inseure. L10-9



Counter (C-CTR) Mode. Simply apply the C-CTR ipher viewing m1 : : : mn as \sep-arate messages". Sine C-CTR is CPA-seure, we know that the resulting sheme is CPA-seure as well: i = gs(nt + i � 1) � mi. At the end, update tr = tr + n. Here andeverywhere, the addition is modulo 2`. Notie, the enryption is length-preserving, butkeeps state as the penalty. Deryption is obvious. Notie, this works (even better) withPRF's, and not only PRP's. Also, the sheme is parallelizable both for enryption and forderyption.The next three modes are motivated by the XOR (or R-CTR) ipher. Reall, it returns(r; gs(r)�m). A straightforward way to iterate this ipher is to hoose a brand new ri forevery blok mi. However, this requires to send all the ri's, whih doubles the length of theiphertext.Random Counter (R-CTR) Mode. This modes \ombines" the idea of C-CTR andR-CTR modes. As a result, it avoids state, but yields only one \extra blok". Enryptionpiks a random r for every message, and sets i = gs(r+i�1)�mi. It outputs (r; 1; : : : ; n),Deryption is obvious: mi = gs(r + i � 1)� i. A similar analysis to R-CTR ipher showsthat with high probability, all n-tuples (r; r+1; : : : ; r+n�1) do not overlap, so no ollisionours. Notie, this works (even better) with PRF's, and not only PRP's. Also, the shemeis parallelizable both for enryption and for deryption.Cipher Feedbak (CFB) Mode. This mode uses a di�erent idea to get \fresh" ran-domness. After seleting an initial IV r, it sets 1 = gs(r)�m1, and then uses 1 itself asthe next r! Namely, 2 = gs(1)�m2. Intuitively, sine gs looks like a random funtion (byTheorem 4), 1 indeed \looks random" and independent from the original r, so we an useit to enrypt m2. And so on. To summarize, set 0 = r and i = gs(i�1)�mi and output(0; 1 : : : n). To derypt, reover mi = gs(i�1)� i. Notie, this works (even better) withPRF's, and not only PRP's. Also, the sheme is parallelizable for deryption, but not forenryption.
?0 ?1 ?2 ?3fs n-?m1 fs n-?m2 fs n-?m3- - -IV

Figure 3: Cipher Feedbak ModeOutput-Feedbak (OFB) Mode. This mode also uses the blok ipher itself to refreshrandomness. Spei�ally, it piks a random IV r, and sets r0 = 0 = r. then, for eah i, issets \one-time pad" ri = gs(ri�1) and omputes i = ri�mi = gs(ri�1)�mi (the latter ouldalso be viewed as the XOR ipher using ri�1 as the IV). It outputs (0; 1 : : : n). To derypt,ompute the ri's from r0 = 0 (via ri = gs(ri�1)) and output mi = i�ri = i�gs(ri�1). InL10-10



other words, the initial IV r de�nes a sequene of \independently looking" one-time pads:r1 = gs(r), r2 = gs(gs(r)), and so on: eah ri is used to enrypt mi. Notie, this works(even better) with PRF's, and not only PRP's. Also, the sheme is not parallelizable foreither enryption, or deryption.fs n fs fsn n-?- ?-? -?- ? ?- ?.m1IV
0

m2 m2
1 2 3Figure 4: Output Feedbak ModeNone Modes. Those ould be de�ned, both for the ounter C-None and the randomR-None versions, but are never used. The reason is that the overall size of enryption is bya onstant fration (rather than by one blok length) larger than the length of the message,sine a none should be used for eah blok. Notie, btw, all nones have to be distint.Cipher Blok Chaining (CBC) Mode. Finally, we de�ne the last mode originatingfrom the R-IV ipher. It is the only one so far that uses the inversion power of blok iphers.Reall, R-IV return (r; ), where  = gs(r�m). A straightforward way to iterate this shemeis to use a di�erent ri for eah mi (hek why one r does not suÆe!). Again, this woulddouble the length of the enryption. Similarly to the CFB mode above, the CBC modeuses the previous ipher bloks themselves as the new ri's, but uses those in R-IV ratherthan R-CTR! Spei�ally, as before it piks a random IV 0 = r, and sets 1 = gs(0�m1).Then, it simply uses 1 as the next IV: 2 = gs(1�mi). Then it uses 2 as the next IV, andso on. To summarize, set 0 = r, i = gs(i�1 �mi) and output (0; 1 : : : n). To derypt,reover mi = g�1s (i)� i�1. Notie, the sheme is parallelizable for deryption, but not forenryption. n nn ?- -?? - -??- -??0 1 2 3

m3m2m1 fs fs fsIV
Figure 5: Cipher Blok Chaining ModeL10-11



To summarize, C-CTR, R-CTR, CFB, OFB, CBC modes are all CPA-seure. For mys-terious reason, CBC seems to be the most pervasively used mode in pratie, despite beingone of the lesser simple and seure of the above.3.3 Seurity of CBC, CFB and OFB ModesThe CPA-seurity of the last three modes we disussed | CFB, OFB, CBC | is shown byvery similar tehnique. In fat, one \universal proof" suÆes. We give a proof sketh here.First, as usual, the blok ipher (i.e., our PRP) gs is replaed by a truly random funtionF (this is justi�ed by Theorem 4 by �rst replaing it by a random permutation, and thenreplaing the latter by a random funtion). Now, take any adversary A. Rather thanhoosing the whole random funtion F right away for the experiment with A, we selet it\as needed" as we move along. Namely, we keep the table of (input; output) pairs that wereused so far. When a new input x to F arrives, we use the table if the input was used before,and otherwise add (x; random) to the table, and use random as the output of F . It is easyto see from the desription of the CFB, OFB and CBC modes, that as long as we neverperform the table look-up, i.e. no input is repeated twie during the run, the advantage ofA is 0. Namely, all A sees is a bunh of random strings, independent from anything else.Thus, it suÆes to show that the probability an \input ollision" happens is negligible.Let Bj denote the (\bad") event that the input ollision happened within �rst j evaluationsof F . We want to show that Pr(BT ) = negl(k), where T is the total number of alls toF (roughly T = nt, where t is the number of enryption queries made by A and n is thenumber of bloks per message). We will show by indution on j thatPr(Bj) � (j � 1)T2`Indeed, Pr(B1) = 0. Now, in order for Bj to happen, either there should be a ollisionamong the �rst (j�1) alls to F (i.e., Bj�1 should happen), or the j-th input to F ollidedwith one of the previous (j � 1) inputs. Formally,Pr(Bj) � Pr(Bj�1) + Pr(Bj j Bj�1)Notie, by indutive assumption the �rst probability is at most (j � 2)T=2`. On the otherhand, from the fats that (1) Bj�1 means that the previous (j � 1)-st input was distintfrom all the earlier inputs; (2) F is the random funtion, whih ombined with (1) givesthat (j � 1)-st output is truly random; and (3) the desription of OFB/CFB/CBC modestogether with (1) and (2) implies that the j-th input is totally random, we onlude thatthe probability that random j-th input to F ollides with the previous (j � 1) inputs is atmost j�12` � T2` . Combining these,Pr(Bj) � (j � 2)T2` + T2` = (j � 1)T2`But now we see that Pr(BT ) � T 2=2`, whih is indeed negligible sine T is polynomial.Namely, w.h.p. no input ollisions happen, and all the adversary simply sees is a bunh oftruly random strings, giving him no way to predit the hallenge b.L10-12



Remark 12 Notie, how more subtle the proof beomes for these modes. In some sense,it is surprising that muh simpler C-CTR and R-CTR modes are not used more often:unlike OFB,CFB and CBC modes, they are easily parallelizable for both enryption andderyption; unlike the CBC mode they work with a PRF and not only a PRP; �nally, theygive omparable (or even better in ase of C-CTR) seurity guarantees.4 Seret-Key Enryption in PratieIn pratie, spei� eÆient blok and stream iphers are used. These pratial shemesusually follow some high level guidelines we saw in our formal study. However, the design ofblok and stream iphers is usually viewed as \blak art". We name a few suh iphers usedin pratie, and refer you to outside soures to learn more about those (i.e., see \AppliedCryptography" by Brue Shneier).� Stream iphers: RC4, SEAL, WAKE, A5, Hughes XPD/KPD, and many-many others.� Blok Ciphers: DES, AES (Rijndael), Luifer, FEAL, IDEA, RC2, RC6, Blow�sh,Serpent, and many-many-many-many others.We notie that blok iphers are used muh more ommonly. Most of them (with anotable exeption of AES) use Feistel Network as part of their design, so Feistel transformis very useful. The urrent standard is AES| advaned enryption standard, whih reentlyreplaed DES | old data enryption standard. Also, using any stream ipher, or a blokipher with a good mode of operation, the size of the iphertext is (almost) equal to thesize of the plaintext, whih is very eÆient.5 Publi-Key Enryption in PratieIn general, seret-key (or symmetri) enryption is very eÆient (even the theoretial oneswe onstruted using Feistel network, et.). On the ontrary, publi-key (or asymmetri)enryption is muh less eÆient, espeially for large messages (aside from eÆieny issues,the size of the iphertext is usually muh larger than the plaintext as well). On the otherhand, a major drawbak to symmetri key shemes is that they require that you sharea seret with the intended reipient of your ommuniation. On the ontrary, publi keyenryption does not require you to share any seret knowledge with the reipient.So an we have a relatively eÆient publi-key enryption, espeially for long messages?The answer is \yes". And the tehnique is to ombine the \slow" ordinary publi-keyenryption E0 with the fast seret-key enryption En. This folklore tehnique is known asintegration of publi- and seret-key shemes. If auxiliary E0 has publi key PK and seretkey SK, we de�ne new publi-key enryption E, whih has the same publi/seret keys, asfollows: EPK(m) = (E0PK(s);Ens(m)); where s R f0; 1gkDSK(1; 2) : get s = D0SK(1); output m = Des(2)L10-13



That is, we enrypt a short, randomly hosen seret using s a publi key sheme, and thentransmit a stream or blok ipher enryption of the message using the random seret. Thereipient �rst derypts the random seret, then uses that to derypt the message. Providedthat E0PK and En are CPA-seure, the new sheme is also CPA-seure (in fat, PK-only,i.e. one-message, seurity suÆes for the symmetri sheme En). The proof is left as anexerise.
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